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About This Game

In Flipped On your main objective is to complete each stage without destroying your vehicle. Your vehicle takes damage every
time you crash into world objects.

Each level is a new and exciting challenge starting from easy and getting harder as you go on. Jump over gaps in the road with
ramps. Crash into roadblocks to move them out of the way. Get flipped over by crazy hydraulic bollards and loads more.

Flipped On a simplified car obstacle course physics simulation game.

Take control of your car and go have a blast!
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The Girl and the Robot has okay graphics, only music during fights, no dialogue, and decent controls, but they can be a little
flaky. I disliked the ending and the "to be continued" B.S. I definitely won't be purchasing the sequel to this game. It's not a
horrible game, but it's not one that I would recommend. 5/10. Dont buy unless you have a big room to play in.
No free movement means that 90% of objects are outside of real life distance (aka theres a wall in the way).

--UPDATE--
I've moved my cameras slightly to be able to grab the kidneys from the left of my play area. The game is fun to play (works
really well in VR, but the lack of free movement makes this game a struggle). Only buy if your VR is in a decent area (e.g. 5x5
meter).. It's really fun to swing your sword around in a virtual environment, the surroundings are ok, and there are a lot of
different challenges to spend your time with. I think a lot of people will have a lot of fun with this game.

But I want to specifically adress HEMA practitioner or enthausiasts.

This game might not be what you want it to be. The physics are realistic in a sence that you have to hit straight and have your
blade roughly aligned. But there is no feedback on the quality of your cut. either you did it right or you did it wrong. This is
especially noticable with tatami cutting. Since the purpose of cutting the rolls is to get feedback on how stable your swing is and
how well aligned your sword. So a binary option is not going to give you that.

The physic simulation is also just not up for the job. There seem too much lag and a little wiggle with the sword. You can cleary
see this in the settings, where you see the handle through the blade, and the handle is tracked better than the sword. Also every
now and then, the sword just glitches through.

Since the controllers have less weight to them and the balance is in the center of the hand, there is a lot of rotational movement
when swinging, that wouldn't be there irl. This is of course expectable but it would be awesome if the game had some
stabilization build in to emulate momentum.

Also, since the game has only katana's I really missed my back swings, because of course kantana's have only one edge. This
really limited the speed en elegance i'm used to, especially with the fruit challenges.

Also the game would have greatly benefitted from a free tatami roll cut mode. having you practice and play around with
multiple cuts with different move types, or chainging movements together.

Overall it's an OK game, just leaves a lot to be desired if this is what you were waiting for.
. This is a reasonable game for this genre. It is very short for the price I paid. I would not pay more than 3 or 4 bucks for it..
Great game. One of my favorites in VR. Very clever and immersive gameplay. This game doesn't give me motion sickness
even in the "follow" mode where you're flying behing the duck which I use quite often.

click the trigger to teleport to the duck and hold it to follow works very well . You find yourself teleported to some wonderful
vantage points. Speaking of which the graphics are gorgeous but a bit performance heavy.

The game is very immersive in VR. Definite keeper.

. I just finished Ether One. It's a brilliant game with an exceptional story. It reminds me of the Adventure games of yore where
it is best to take notes, make maps, draw diagrams and exam everything. I took my time and I worked on a section at a time
trying to complete it before moving on. The puzzles can be challenging, but your note taking efforts will greatly help. This also
comes in mighty helpful when it is necessary to go back into an area. These efforts will help to complete the game as it should
be completed and the rewards for doing so are three-fold. The story is in-depth with a lot of substance. It's also a teaching
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experience. I finished with tears in my eyes, a filled heart and a mind enveloped in wonderment. This is, by far, one of the best
games i have ever played. Outstanding !!. Pros.

Cheap.

Classic-ish megaman style game play.

Good OST.

Cons.

Uses a dash, the dash is ONLY through double tapping left or right and is needed for a good junk of platforming.

You start with 0 lives (gifted one in tutorial) dying sets you to certain check points, if you use Continue. Rebirth not 100% what
it does but it is a life system. Check points are really far apart compared to the amount of instant death traps in the game.

Says it is mapped for controllers. You can only use D-pad for movement (left right, up and down for ladders) So it really isn't
full controller support.

Overall.

Would be a perfect little jump shoot platformer if you could assign dashing to a button.. Has a good and working menu, but gets
old after 5 minutes.
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I'll play this game in 5 or 6 years when its playable..... moved away from the barge and looked back and the planet was clipping
the barge. This game has a long way to go.. A fun addictive game, similar to angry birds. Makes you want to keep playing. The
graphics are solid and the animation is arcade patterned. I would recommend this game for anyone who wants a simple fast
paced interactive game.. After playing this game, i lost my virginity 6 times to my dad
11/10. Beautiful game and beautiful graphics.
Also very addictive by the way.. I don't remember this, but I heard Brian Williams did. Regardless, it was a nice nostalgia trip.
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